
PHACT: Parallel HOG and Correlation Tracking 
 
 
Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) based methods for the detection of humans have 
become one of the most reliable methods of detecting pedestrians with a single passive 
imaging camera. However, they are not 100 percent reliable. This paper presents an 
improved tracker for the monitoring of pedestrians within images. The Parallel HOG and 
Correlation Tracking (PHACT) algorithm utilises self learning to overcome the drifting 
problem. A detection algorithm that utilises HOG features runs in parallel to an adaptive 
and stateful correlator. The combination of both acting in a cascade provides a much 
more robust tracker than the two components separately could produce. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The tracking humans in video remains a difficult problem. People move in a nonlinear 
and unpredictable manner, are non rigid, and there is a wide degree of variation between 
different people. There are many applications for such a system including security alerts, 
complete localisation of several people [1], counting people in groups [2] and behaviour 
and crowd  analysis[3]. 
 
Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [4] feature descriptors have been successfully 
shown to be one of the most reliable methods of detecting pedestrians and other objects 
within an image. A histogram of the orientations of the edges is produced from the 
training set and this data is fed into a linear support vector machine (SVM). To locate a 
possible target the HOG descriptors are again calculated within a sliding window and this 
is tested against the SVM classifier to determine if the window contains the object. 
Strictly speaking the HOG method is not a full tracker. It is purely a detector. 
 
Correlation based tracking, on the other hand, has had a great degree of success for target 
tracking and identification. Much of the research in recent years has focussed on 
composite filters that combine multiple input training images; image noise and clutter 
structure; and out of class images to produce a robust filter. These filters are robust to 
noise; intensity variations and can work in real time. Alone, the filter has no adaptivity. 
 
The predictive component of a tracker ensures that the track remains on the correct object 
and is especially important when two objects cross each other. The simplest predictor is 
to look for the overlap between frames or find the nearest object. A more intelligent 
approach is to measure the objects velocity vector. Kalman filters are the classic method 
for achieving this. However, these are linear so they have been extended to the non-linear 
Extended Kalman filter and unscented Kalman [5]. Particle filters are also widely used 
[6]. They cope well with the changing direction of the objects but are best suited for 
extended objects within the image and can suffer from sampling problems. To overcome 
the problems encountered by the target changing direction most state of the art trackers 
(e.g. [7], [8] now use exhaustive search based methods, i.e., apply the descriptor to all 
reasonable possible locations. This paper has opted for this approach. 
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Several groups have attempted this task. Some of the first methods used techniques such 
as frame differencing, motion and colour to detect humans [9]. 
 
There have been a number of papers that look at the tracking problem alone and leave the 
detection to a human operator. Hassan [6] used particle filters, colour histograms, and 
optical flow. Yilmaz [8] and Yang [10] provide a survey of many of the major techniques. 
This paper is concerned with both detection and tracking.  
 
This paper combines the HOG and correlation based tracking and presents the PHACT: 
parallel HOG and correlation filter, which has been designed to track humans. The basic 
design philosophy is that the algorithm locates all the possible objects of the class within 
the image and tracks them. Firstly, a HOG detector is used to locate all possible humans 
within the image and secondly, the correlator is no longer a fixed template, but an 
adaptive system. The object classification is performed using a HOG based classifier. The 
classifier has to be to trained off-line for the specific set of objects. The tracker is 
therefore not suitable for tracking any arbitrary object without a training period. 
However, the trained classes can be rather generic such as people or vehicles making is 
suitable for crime detection applications.  
 
Once the set of objects are detected in the image frame, a rectangular set of coordinate for 
each object is returned. This then feeds into a correlation algorithm. The correlation peak 
is then detected and this is used as the final track result. This correlation mask is used in 
subsequent frames until the HOG detector again finds a suitable target and the mask is 
replaced with the new image. 
 
Occasionally the HOG detector will produce a false positive, it could for example lock on 
to an area of road. This will then be fed to correlator which will then produce a very good 
match since it is correlating the same two images with each other. Without suppressing 
this, the PHACT would permanently lock onto the background. The algorithm overcomes 
this by comparing the HOG rectangle with a running average background image. If the 
HOG image correlators more strongly with the background than the current frame, the 
track is rejected. 
 
The algorithm has been tested on two video sequences and performance has been 
evaluated against the existing HOG based method. The experimental results has shown 
that the tracker has a good success rate and it has  shown resistance to noise, clutter and 
lighting and colour changes as compare to the HOG detector.  
 
The following section explains the PHACT design. The correlation filter design is 
discussed in section 3 and results are shown in section 4. The study is finally concluded 
in section 5. 
 
 
 
 



2. PHACT Design 
 
A number of different tracking methods have been discussed in the previous section. A 
new category of tracker is presented in this paper where objects are tracked based on their 
class. We call this approach "track by class". All the objects are first located in the frame 
and then tracked based on the type of class they belong to. The objects can be 
differentiated by set of correlation filters. This approach divides our algorithm into three 
components: 
 

• Object classification 
• Region of support extraction 
• Object detection through cross correlation 

 
Objects are classified based on HOG base classifier. A HOG based classifier needs an 
offline training procedure. Once the HOG is trained it can then be used to detect specific 
type of objects in the scene. This means that the tracker is not suitable for tracking any 
arbitrary object without a training period. On the other hand this also means that the 
tracker is rather generic can be trained to track any class of objects like human or vehicles 
making it a powerful tracking tool. 
 
Once object are detected by the HOG base classifier, a rectangular region of interest 
(ROI) is obtained for each object. This ROI for each object is then feeds into a correlation 
algorithm to train the temple for tracking that particular object.  This template is then 
stores in the database to keep track of the object while its in the scene and not detected by 
the HOG detector.  
 
Once the HOG detector finds the object again, the same process is repeated and the 
template in the database is replaced by the new ROI. 
 
Occasionally the HOG detector will produce a false positive: it could for example lock on 
to an area of road. This will then be fed to the correlator which will then produce a very 
good match since it is correlating the same two images with each other. Without 
suppressing this, the PHACT would permanently lock onto the background. The 
algorithm overcomes this by comparing the HOG rectangle with a running average 
background image. If the HOG rectangle correlates more strongly with the background 
than the current frame, the track is rejected.  
 
3. Correlation Filter Design 
 
Several designs of correlator have been tested. The simplest is the normalised cross 
correlation. This can be further improved by band limiting the image by DOG filtering 
the templates [11]. Both of these options only work on the single previous state. The 
tracker can be improved further by comparing several past templates. If the nth past 
template is described as Tn we could test each template individually for all n:  
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where ∗  is the cross-correlation operator and I is the input image. We would then look 
for a peak in C. This is rather computationally intensive but we note since the correlation 
operator is linear: 
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The problem is now that there is probably a large degree of similarity between individual 
filters since they are from the same object, meaning that I will actually correlate against a 
number of the filters Tn making the value of C rather unstable for different inputs. To 
overcome this we can replace the multiple set of Tn with a single filter that encompasses 
all the individual templates and has a number of design criteria added in. This is known 
as a composite filter. There are a number different designs but we have incorporated the 
optimum trade off maximum  average correlation height (OT-MACH) filter [12] due to 
its known performance. 
 
The filter works by attempting maximise the average correlation height (ACH) for all the 
templates. It attempts to minimise the average correlation energy (ACE), the average 
similarity matrix (ASM) and output noise variance (ONV) of the filter. 
 
The ASM is a measure of how similar each correlation template is to the others. By 
minimising it, the filter then gives the same output correlation value no matter which 
template the input actually matches against. Minimising the ACE forces the filter to give 
a sharp peak when a match is produced. The ONV is a measure of the filter’s ability to 
reject noise and clutter. The filter in frequency space is then given by [12] 
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where P is the noise power spectral density, Dx is the mean power spectral density of the 
templates, and Sx is the absolute mean difference between the mean Fourier transform of 
the templates and each template, i.e. the variance of the Fourier transform of the 
templates. m' is the complex conjugate of the mean of the Fourier transform of the 
template images, Tn. D is a two dimensional array so the −1 operator is a pixel level 
divide, rather than an array inversion (i.e. equivalent to a Matlab ./). 
 

λβα ,, are tuning parameters that allow the adjustments of the discrimination of the filter 
and its noise rejection ability. Five past states, as produced by the HOG filter, where used 
to train the MACH. It is the output of this filter, i.e., the position of the peak in the 
correlation output, that is used as the track result. One advantage the MACH filters have 



over single template filters is that since the filter is trained on multiple angles and 
multiple scales, a degree of out of plane rotation and scale invariance is introduced. To 
perform the correlation, the inverse Fourier transform is calculated of h and this cross-
correlated in the space domain with the current frame. 
 
4. Results 
 
The proposed PHACT method has been tested on different video sequences and has 
shown promising results. When tested on the video sequence where the tracked person 
continuously changed position and direction, the presented PHACT method tracked the 
object for 99% of the time as compare to HOG detector where the detection rate was only 
26%. Figure 1 shows an image from the sequence with the tracked object. The technique 
was also tested for multiple objects tracking with results shown in Figure 2 on a train 
station [13]. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 1: Scene from test video sequence. Blue boxes represent the HOG detection where 
the red crosses indicate the PHACT.  



 
 
Figure 2: Scene from PETS dataset showing the working of PHACT. Blue boxes 
represent the HOG detection where the red crosses indicate the PHACT. Note that 
women walking towards the camera in the top of the scene is missed by HOG and 
detected by PHACT 
 
 
 
The MACH filter has a large degree of invariance to image degradation and lighting 
changes. This is demonstrated below. A video sequence was recorded with a fixed 
exposure time and aperture whilst the lights in the room where changed (see Figure 3). 
The MACH filter can still determine the position of the person, whilst other techniques 
such as the colour histogram fail.  
 
The experimental results clearly show that the HOG detector does not perform well on 
the test sequences. The proposed method that combined the HOG detector with 
correlation filter improves the tracking results where the results are further improved by 
using the combination of DOG and MACH filtering.  
 



 
Figure 3: PHACT working in different lighting conditions. 
 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
HOG and correlation based tracking method is presented in this paper where objects are 
tracked based on type of class they belong to. HOG is initially trained offline to detect the 
object of interest. A tracking template is then generated based on the ROI of the detected 
object and objects are tracked. Experiment results have shown that the proposed method 
works at 99% of the time as compare to HOG which only works at 26% on the testing 
sequence. Also it has been observed that tracking results can further be improved by 
combining DOG and MACH filter based tracking as compare to simple correlation. 
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